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Revisiting the Assignment



Objectives and Considerations



Raise the appeal of the 19 Los Angeles Community Colleges to drive 
increased enrollments and a lasting, elevated brand perception. 



Considerations 

- Build a brand that can stand the test of time.  
- Make sure the work is compliant with the state system and its brand guidelines. 
- Appeal to our primary  (Segment 5) and secondary (Segment 4) markets.



Assignment and Goals



Develop a master brand for the 19 Los Angeles Community 
Colleges, which will include a new logo/lockup, tagline and overall 
brand look and feel.  

To achieve the assignment, we are creating three distinctly different 
creative territories.



Surprising Cool Smart



Coming out of today, we will refine the work based on feedback, 
and put into focus groups with current and prospective students to 
see which creative territories are pulling.  

We will use that data to inform our presentation to the larger LA19 
team on July 19, 2019. 



Feedback Recap





- Less tourist, more REAL LA education (networking, teachers, 
students, classes)  

- Make sure to represent a wider berth of campuses 
- Inject passion and real stories of our students throughout 
- Show the teachers more 
- Clean up the designs and use simpler illustrations; cannot use 

bear in logos/crests 
- Make sure patterns in art tie back to the areas of study 
- Elevate the artwork a bit to make it look less playful



Creative Territories



Territory 1



Surprising Cool Smart



Problem
People believe that what you get out of a community 
college is not as good as what you would get at a 4 year 
college. 



Insight

CCLA offers benefits and opportunities that you can't get 
anywhere else, especially for the price.  

Their students, professors, facilities and alumni are the 
source for   surprisingly transformative stories for 
thousands of students everyday.



Solution

This territory leverages the stories that bring to light all 
the inspiring things that CCLA has to offer.  

Those in the dark will be surprised.  
Those in-the-know will be reassured.  

Both will feel inspired. 



The Creative























Territory 2



Surprising Cool Smart



Problem
Today you can get access to education everywhere, 
especially online. Yet, despite the plethora of knowledge 
at your fingertips, you can’t help but feel like something is 
missing.



Insight

Students today are looking for more than what students 
were looking for just a decade ago. They’re not just 
looking for a diversity of classes. They are looking for a 
diversity of people, experiences and opportunities. 

There’s no greater cultural experience than LA. 

LA19’s unique and diverse campuses add a vibrant quality 
to education you can’t get anywhere else.



Solution This territory doubles-down on the largest community 
college system in the most diverse city in the world. 



The Creative























Territory 3



Surprising Cool Smart



Problem
For most Americans, the word “college” means a four-
year degree. The two-year degree gets a bad rap, and so 
do the community colleges that offer them.



Insight

For those bold enough to enroll in a community college, 
we know that the negative things they are hearing are not 
at all what they are experiencing.  

It got them where they wanted to go, and in most cases, 
it got them there a whole lot better than their 4 year 
friends. 

And they know it too. 

They get a real rush from making the smarter decision. 
Especially when it comes to the education that will affect 
the rest of their lives.



Solution

This territory doubles-down on the things that the 
Colleges of Los Angeles excel at, and flips the negative 
view of community college into being the smarter 
decision. 

But not just the smarter decision. The new normal. 

It’s a rallying cry. 

Colleges of Los Angeles will lead the revolution not just 
locally, but across the country.



The Creative























Summary and Next Steps





Next Steps 

7/10 - Creative check-in; live feedback 
7/11 - Minor creative tweaks 
7/12 - Focus groups and survey sent out 
7/19 - Presentation to larger team



Thank you!
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